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That's Entertainment! (by Mike Witry [Iowa}) 

1. The world is in great danger, due to a Sex Ray that causes instant orgies. The title character and his girlfriend meet up with Dr. Flexi Jerkoff, 
who take off in the Strata-Ship for the planet Porno, where they are captured by the evil Emperor Wang the Perverted. Wang annOlUlces his plan to 
wed our hero's girlfriend and throw him into a pit of savage hermaphrodites. The hero escapes, frees his girlfriend from the clutches of the evil 
Dyke Queen, and Dr. Jerkoff constructs a weapon strong enough to destroy the Sex Ray. But first, they must contend with the Rapist Robots and 
the Great God Porno. FIP, name this X-rated spoof of a popular 1930's serial. 

Flesh Gordon 

2. He has signed a deal to record a rap album with Death Row Records, with no profanity. The deal grew out of a challenge he issued on his 
website, in which he wrote ofEminem, ''1he only time I saw this fellow was on the MIV music awards ... There were l00s of them! My question 
is: Which one do I knock out? So I don't have to watch this skinny geek Yank his Chain every morning at 5 AM.??!!" With rhymes like that, it's a 
wonder this fOllIler WWF Intercontinental Champion hadn't been given a record contract sooner. FIP, name this professional wrestler, born 
Roderick Toombs. 

"Rowdy" Roddy Piper 

3. "What's up man hey yo what's up / Yeah what's goin' on here / Sick an'tired of five-oh runnin' up on the block here / You know what I'm sayin' / 
Police them come an' now they blow down me door / One him come crawl through through my window / So then they put me in the back the car at 
the station / From that point on me reach my destination." So *that's* what the pasty-faced little bugger was singing in, FIP, what inexplicable hit 
by Snow? 

Informer 

4. Johnathan Cabot's father is missing, in the savage Asian kingdom of Parmi stan, which no Westerner has entered in five hundred years. 
Parmistan is also an ideal place for a missile base, so the Feds send Cabot to Parmistan to negotiate. However, first he must enter the COlUltry by 
playing - and winning - ''1he Game", a lethal athletic spectacle. Cabot trains with the very best of the West and the East and heads to Parmistan, 
which looks suspiciously like Yugoslavia, for the final showdown. FIP, in what 1985 film does Cabot, played by Kurt Thomas, defeat the bad guys 
using gymnastics? 

Gymkata 

5. On August 30, 1959, a teenage gang from the upper West Side called the Vampires went searching for the Norsemen, an Irish gang from Hell's 
Kitchen. They came upon a group of teenagers who weren't affiliated with any gang, but happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. 
During the rumble, 16-year old Salvador Agron stabbed to death two of these bystanders and fled. When Agron was arrested a few days later, he 
apparently showed no remorse. ''I don't care ifI burn," he said. ''My mother could watch me." He became the YOlUlgest person ever sentenced to 
death in New York state, but his sentence was commuted. FTP, Agron was the subject of what spectacularily disappointing Paul Simon musical? 

TheCapeman 

6. When you make your motion picture debut in _Fort Apache-> and appear in _She Wore a Yellow Ribbon_ and _Sands ofIwo Jima_ in the same 
year, it can only be downhill from there. And so it was for this actor, who made his way into showbusiness by marrying Shirley Temple. When the 
marriage collapsed, so did his film career, and he went on to appear in such "classics" as _Tarantula-> _Attack of the Puppet People-> and _Jet 
Attack_. FIP, name this cult B-movie actor, a former sidekick ofJohn Wayne, perhaps best known today for his tour-de-force performances in 
_The Brain frorn Planet ArOllS _ and _The Mole People_. 

JohnAgm: 

7. ''You've Got Another Thing Cornin"', "Smoke On The Water", "It's ALong Way To The Top (If You Wanna Rock 'N'Roll)", "Panama", ''Love 
Hurts", "Enter Sandman", ''Holy Diver", ''Paradise City", ''1he Wmd Cries Mary", "Crazy Train", and "Stairway To Heaven" are among the tracks 
on this 1997 album, whose cover features the singer in a black tank-top with a wicked gleam in his eye. FIP, name this cover album, recorded by 
Pat Boone, In a Metal Mood. 

No More Mr. Nice Guy 



8. He was barely 16 when he starred in his first movie, _The Ch<JPIX:fS _. Fairway International Pictures wanted to build him up as a Ricky Nelson
type teen idol, even going so fur as to let him write his own song:;, like the thrilling "Konga Joe" from_Wild Guitars_ or the haunting ''Valerie'' 
from _ EegahL After this failed, he retwned as a homicidal maniac in _The Sadist_and as a drifter mistaken for Billy the Kid in _Deadwood 76_. 
He then quit the business altogether and became a pilot. FIP, name this actor, a mainstay in the films of Fairway International Pictures, which was 
owned by Arch Hall, Sr. 

Arch Hall. Jr. (Prompt on Hall) 

9. Formed in 1991 in New Orleans, they consisted of Caleb Guillote on guitar, Mark Miller on bass, and Billy Landry on the druIrn. Their self
produced single took New Orleans by storm, and eventually earned them a record deal with Ichiban. They hoped that ''Marguerite'', "Perfect 
Family", and "Sentimental Crap" would gain the attention of the world the way their first single did, but lucky us - their followup album in 1995 
was to be their last. FIP, name this band, whose 1994 album "A Different Story" contained their (thankfully) only hit, ''New Age Girl". 

Deadeve Dick 

10. It had the ignominy of being cancelled to make room for 'The Chevy Chase Show". Its creator, Stephen Chao, was fired by the network for 
hiring a male stripper to perform at a company retreat. It was also the 1V debut of Ronald Goldman, more famous as a corpse. The show's 
innovation was bawdy, improbable, and highly scripted double entendres and insults such as ''He has a butt like a Twinkie just bursting with 
cream" and ''His hair is greasier than a grilled-cheese sandwich." FIP, name this Fox show, a two-year late night dating game sensation. 

11. He frankly admits that he chooses his film roles for the locations on which they're to be shot, and on the amount of money he's to be paid. That 
may explain why his resume includes such films as ~Iarne It On Rio-, _The Black WmdmilL _Hany and Walter Go To New York-, _The 
Hand-, _ Water-, _Beyond the Poseidon Adventure-, and_On Deadly Ground_ ... all this from an actor who was knighted in 2ooO! FIP, identifY 
this actor, who was unable to receive his Oscar for _Hannah and Her Sisters_in person because he was busy filming _Jaws: The Revenge_. 

Michael Caine 

12. Morgan Adams' father's dying gifts to her are his pirate ship and a one-third part of a map of a treasure island - unusually inscribed on his 
scalp. Thinking herself in need of a latin scholar to unravel the map, she buys learned slave William Shaw and sets off in search of the rest of the 
map. However, it is Shaw, obviously with plans of his own, who gets the second part. He's somewhat easier to deal with, though, than the holder of 
the last part - Morgan's less-than-Ioving piratical uncle Dawg. FIP, this is a summary of what 1995 Renny Harlin film, which, at a loss of nearly 
one hundred million dollars, was the biggest flop in motion picture history? 

CuJthroat Island 

13. Wmdy Creek Records presented his first U.S. album, featuring such tunes as 'The Girl from Plovdiv", "Bulbi", 'The Sheepherders' Dance", 
and other timeless romantic classics. It made for an auspicious stateside debut for this artist, world-famous in most non-English-speaking countries, 
who has sold more records in Bulgaria than anyone else. FIP, name this master of the Ocarina, brought to you by Sprite. 

14. ''My Mother the Spy", "Another Woman's Husband", ''Fifteen and Pregnant", "Sex and Mrs. X", "An American Daughter", 'The Deadly Look 
of Love", 'The Truth About Jane", "Custody of the Heart", "When Andrew Came Home", ''Range of Motion", ''What Makes a Family", "A Mother's 
Fight for Justice", and ''Never Say Never: The Deidre Hall Story" are among the original movies produced by, FIP, what cable network? 

Lifetime 

15. He has been a session player for such artists as Deniece Williams, George Duke, New Edition, and Gerardo. His second album, ''Without 
Walls", had a cameo appearance by Herb Alpert, and he has also released albums entitled "Caravan of Dreams" and ''Backwards in Time". His 
greatest hit, though, was originally written as ajoke, but with the lyrics suitably changed, it soared up the charts in 1983. FIP, name this musician, 
whose album ''Bossa Nova Hotel" contained his big hit, ''Maniac''. 

Michael Sembello 

16. SECRET HIDDEN POINTS ARE POSSIBLE ON THIS TOSS UP. Cindy used him to find out if the entire family was gossiping about her, but 
he and Cindy are thrown off course by a fake diary entry. later, when an FBI agent is checking Mike's security clearance, he and Bobby get the 
idea that Mike is working on some secret spy projects. Soon after arriving in 1974, he was convinced that he was bad luck, but his attitude changes 
when his new farnilywas chosen to appear in a movie about pie-throwing. FIP, name this eight-episode member of the Brady Bunch. 



~--

Cousin Oliver (15 for _Tow-Headed Cousin Oliver-> 

17. ill his young days in Oklahoma and Montana, he took: up playing the harmonica, the banjo, and the ukelele. His first major public perfonnances 
were in Portugal in 1974, with a group of musicians who formed his "Apollo Stars". An extensive study of the philosophical origins of rock and roll 
allowed him to write musical scores to accompany dramatic readings of his novels. ill 1995, a tribute album, ''1be Road To Freedcm", was released 
in seven languages, featuring such performers as Frank Stallone, LeifGarrett, Karen Black, and John Travolta FIP, name this musician-author, 
best known for becoming rich by starting his own religion. 

L. Ron Hubbard (NOlE: For information about Mr. Hubbard's musical interest, visit ronthemusicmaker.org.) 

18. Five million copies of this game were produced in 1981, after having been rushed through production in order to hit shelves for Christmas 
time. Unfortunately, this resulted in a crwmny game, as the hero shuffies about, trying to avoid agents and Reduced Power Zones. Over four 
million copies went unsold, and Alari was forced to dispose of them, plus five million copies of ' 'Pac-Man", by smashing them up and covering 
them with concrete in the New Mexico desert. FIP, name this unsuccessful Atari game, based on what was at the time the highest-eaming movie 
of all time. 

E.T., the Extra Terrestrial 

19. Orin Boyd is a renegade Detroit cop who saves the Vice President from assassination. and, naturally, gets demoted and assigned to the worst 
district in the city. Right-wing gun nuts show up long enough for Boyd to condemn them as right-wing gun nuts, and promptly disappear from the 
movie. While patrolling the district, Boyd meets up with drug lord Latrell Walker; who happens to have a soft side and becomes determined to 
help Boyd (and Boyd's stunt double) beat up all the bad cops in the city. FIP, name this newest offering from dull and aged "action" star Steven 
Seagal. 

Exit Wounds 

20. "So you heard that I'm a rebel with a heart made of stone. I got a restless spirit that nobody can own. Every picture tells a story, won't you listen 
to mine? I'm searching for the answer but it's so hard to find. You'll see much deeper when you read between the lines. 'Cause there's a fire burning 
in my eyes. Like a thief in the night, who can't get enough, I am willing to fight 'cause I'm", FIP? what 1986 comeback hit by Donny Osmond? 

Soldier Of Love 
-------,------ENDROUND----------------------
21. Its 70s revival starred Bobby Van, Patsy Kelly, and Ruby Keeler, who came out of retirement especially for the show. It is the story of a girl in 
the 1920s who decides to get rid of her sheltered, calm life and become a liberated modern girl. However, it is perhaps better known for its method 
of financing. FIP, what musical was able to get off the ground when its financial backer, owner of the Boston Red Sox, sold Babe Ruth to the New 
York Yankees? 

No, No, Nanette 

22. ''It's the game that separates the girls and the boys ... into groups of two! " Our hero, Frankie, decides to enter a skydiving contest to impress his 
girlfriend Dee Dee, and Bonehead finds a mermaid who is madly in love with him. Along the way, Linda Evans plays kidnapped singer Sugar 
Kane, Eric Von Zipper's motorcycle thugs showup, and Don Rickles launches into a comedic routine that appears to be completely improvised in, 
FIP, which 1965 film starring Frankie Avalon and Annette Funicello? 

Beach Blanket Bingo 

Bonus Questions 

1. One great way to get your movie noticed is by giving it a very long title, so that owners oflocal theaters will be unable to put the full title on 
their marquees and be forced to think of clever abbreviations. FfSNOP, identifY these dull films with very long titles. 

5: This Hugh Grant film takes place in Wales, where a formerly shell-shocked Great War soldier is reassigned to a geographical survey team, and 
falls in love with quirky Welsh people. 

The Englishman Who Went Up a Hill But Came Down a Mountain 

10: Ray Dennis Steckler directed this 1963 crapfest starring, um, Ray Dennis Steckler as a geeky guy in a sweatshirt who gets hypnotized by a 
carnival gypsy with an unbelievably fuke wart. Just in case the action is too much for you, the mesmerizing plot is frequently interrupted by 
strippers who fail to strip and comedians who fail to do anything comedic. 



The Incredibly Strange Crea1ures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies 

15: Somebody decided it would be a gexxl idea to give Anthony Newley free reign on a film project, after his successful "Stop The World, I Want to 
Get Off'. The result was ... this. Newley plays one of the title roles, who recounts the story of his life to an W1SeeI1 film crew in wild, stoned 60's 
musical style, complete with George Jessel as Death, Milton Berle as Goodtime Eddie Filth (a.k.a. Satan), and Joan Collins as Polyester Poontang. 

Can Hieronymus Merkin Ever Forget Mercy Humppe and Find True Happiness? 

2. Now that Rosie O'Donnell has her own magazine, maybe she can get the hell off of our movie screens. Answer these questions about movies 
featuring Rosie FIPE. 

A In this 1998 film by M Night Shlyamalan, Rosie appears as a nun who comforts a 5th grader when his grandfather dies. Considering the kid's 
parents are Dana Delany and Denis Leary, he's got bigger problems. 

Wide Awake 

B. It's 1994, and time to revive another sad old 1V series as a movie. Rosie signs on as the wife of Jolm C. McGinley, one of the most worthless 
cops on the force. Also "starring" Fran Drescher, Penn and Teller, and Nipsey Russell. 

Car 54, Where Are You? 

C. Stop me if you've heard this one before. There's these two rebel cops, see, played by Richard Dreyfuss and Emilio Estevez, who were in one 
mildly successful buddy movie. So this time, they're back, but now, ·they're joined by Rosie from the DNs office - and her pet Rottweiler! How can 
you lose? 

Another Stakeout 

3. Given a snippet of their recording exploits, identifY the celebrity artist FIPE. If you need another clue, you get five. 

10: (clip 1) 
10: (clip 2) 
10: (clip 3) 

5: It's actually not all that bad, for a guy with no emotions. 
5: Do you find this clip funny? Funny how? 
5: The B-side of this single was entitled ''Boy Wonder, I Love You." 

Leonard Nunoy 
Joe Pesci 
Burt Ward 

4. The cast of "A League Of Their Own" is perhaps responsible for more dull movies than anyone else. Rosie O'Donnell gets hers elsewhere in this 
packet, so let's focus on the other two female leads: Geena Davis and Madonna. Given a film, identifY whether it features Geena Davis, Madonna, 
or neither FFPE. 

A "Blue in the Face". 
B. "Cadillac Man". 
C. "Shadows and Fog". 
D. ''Vision Quest". 
E. ''Point Break". 
F. "Angie". 

Madonna 
Neither 
Madonna 
Madonna 
Neither 
GeenaDavis 

5. The following bonus is about pornographic A1ari 2600 games. If, for some reason, you don't know anything about pornographic Atari 2600 
games, you can simply say "I am as pure as a delicate little flower" at this point and get one point. If you're not so pure, identifY these games 
FI5PE. 

A In this game, you are a man with gigantic ejaculating penis for a body. As any man with a gigantic ejaculating penis for a body can tell you, your 
goal in life is to maneuver deftly about the top of the screen, trying to get the two pixellated ladies at the bottom to orally receive your spenn-filled 
goodness. 

Beat 'Em And Eat 'Em 

B. Your penis is not quite so large in this game, but it's quite a bit larger than your head. That said, you are a mighty knight of good, trying to 
rescue a damsel in distress by building a bridge to her tower. You can avoid the bad guys or not, it doesn't really matter. You'll get to the top for 
sweet, four-color sex in due time anyway. 

Knight On the Town 



" 
6. In the old days, back before priests in films were guaranteed to be child molesters, films about religion could be boffo at the' box office. (They 
said thing; like ''boffo'' in the old days, too.) Sometimes, though ... IdentifY these holy travesties FIPE. 

A Paul Newman makes his motion picture debut as Basil, a brave Greek silversmith who is commissioned to craft the Holy Grail. In the 
meantime, Jack Palance chews up scenery as Simon the Magician, who thinks he is the Messiah. He isn't. Newman later took out an ad in a trade 
magazine apologizing for this film. 

The Silver Chalice 

B. Also known as ''The Message", this 1976 film features Anthony Quinn, the generic Swarthy Foreigner, as fIaInz1l, a buddy of a guy who would 
go on to start his own religion. The plot is complicated by the fact that according to religious law, the "star" of the film cannot be shown on camera. 

Mohammed, Messenger of God 

C. Max von Sydow is Jesus! Pat Boone is a guy at the tomb! Jose Ferrer is Herod Antipas! Charlton Heston is John the Baptist! Martin Landau is 
Caiaphas! Roddy McDowall is S1. Matthew! Sal Mineo is Uriah! Telly Savalas is Pontius Pilate! John Wayne is the Centurion! Jamie Farr is 
Thaddeus! Despite - or perhaps because of - this star-studded cast, this 1965 film about the life of Jesus ended up losing nearly $14 million. 

The Greatest Story Ever Told 

7. You work at the largest movie store in the world. Unfortunately for you, some joker has gone through the store and inserted boxes for non
existant movies, and you have to weed them out! FIPE, identifY which of each group of3 movies is the fake. [MOD - The one in bold is the fake 
movie.] 

A ''They Saved Hitler's Brain", "Hitler Meets Christ", "Hitler's Vixens" 
B. "The Diary of Anne Frankenstein", "Samurai Johnny Frankenstein", ''Frankenstein's Great Aunt Tillie" 
C. "Sherlock Holmes in Havana", "Sherlock Holmes in Washington", "Sherlock Holmes in Caracas" 

8. Answer the following related questions FIPE. 

A This film is the touching story of Tucker Williams, a retired cop who becomes a DJ at the Blueberry Hill disco club. All goes well Wltil his 
nephew gets hooked on angel dust, and our titular hero vows ''to personally corne down on the suckers that's producing this shit!" He manages to 
take out the crime kingpin while still finding time to ''Put a little slide in yo' glide." 

The Avenging Disco Godfather 

B. The hero of this film was born on the night ofa massive electrical storm right after his mother passed a watennelon through her birth canal. He 
learns mystic Oriental ninja powers, but gets gunned down during a fimeral procession and has to agree to marry the devil's daughter to get a magic 
pimp cane that bring; him back to life, to hand out a little ghetto justice. 

Petey Wheatstraw. the Devil's Son-In-Law 

C. Both ''The Avenging Disco Godfather" and ''Petey Wheatstraw, the Devil's Son-In-Law" star what actor, most famous for his role as ''Dolernite''? 

Rudy Ray Moore 

9. You still work at the largest movie store in the world, though rd start thinking about moving on ifI were you. Your new problem is that another 
bastard has gone through the Commodore 64 game section and inserted non-existant titles. It is your thankless job to find them. FIPE, identifY 
which of each group of3 Commodore 64 games is the fake. [MOD - Fake game is in bold.] 

A ''Break Fever", ''Break Street", "Breakin'" 
B. ''Barry McGuigan Boxing", "Clive Lloyd's Cricket", ''Daley Thompson's Olympic Challenge" 
C. ''Halls of Montezuma", "Beirut Crisis", ''Falklands '82" 

10. Shortly after Fox executives realized that the world was full of real-life Cornic Book Guys, they decided to do the sensible thing and plaster the 
Simpsons logo on every piece of crap they could find. FIPE, identifY these crummy Simpsons tie-ins. 

A In this game for the NES, Bart has to save the world from Kang and Kodos, who are building a giant death-ray that is powered by hats and 
purple thing;. Yes, hats and purple thing;. 



Bart Vs. The Space Mutants 

B. This album, a follow-up to the mildly successful 'The Simpsons Sing the Blues" almost never saw the light of day due to conflicts with the 
actors who voice the characters. Now that it's been released, with no memorable or humorous content, everybody wishes it had stayed locked up in 
the Fox vault \Yith the Ark of the Covenant. 

The Yellow Album 

C. The newest computer game featuring the Simpsons is this dull attempt to capitalize on another cultural trend. Playas a Simpsons character and 
punch other Simpsons characters. Then kick them. Then punch them again. Ha hal h's a laugh riot! 
Simpsons Wrestling 

11. To "falling offa log," ''taking candy from a baby," and "shooting fish in a barrel," add "making fun of William Shatner" . Sure, it's easy, but 
we're going to do it anyway. FIPE ... 

A Shatner was actually pretty good in this episode of 'The Twilight Zone", playing a disturbed man whose flight is disrupted by a wing gremlin. 

Nightmare at 20.000 Feet 

B. He played William. .. Baxter in this 1974 ripoff of ''Bonnie and Clyde". Jfyou ever wanted to see him nekkid and gettin' it on with Angie 
Dickinson, here's your chance. 

Big Bad Mama 

C. This Montreal university, Shatner's alma mater, has a building named for him. No, it's the student union, not the drama building. 

McGill University 

12. The heyday of video games based on musical acts was brief. Answer these questions about the aforementioned games FfSNOP. 

5: This game, available in the arcade and for Sega Genesis, was based on Michael Jackson's only movie. 

Moonwalker 

10: ill this game featuring Aerosmith, 'The Music Is The Weapon," instead of switchblades or broken bottles like you might expect. 

Revolution X 

15: Paul McCartney allowed a video game to be made of this 1984 film. You drive around a lot, but it's fun, because you get to pretend you're Paul 
McCartney. 

Give My Regards to Broad Street 

13. Where do game show hosts come from? Many of them are also actors. Often, they play the demanding role of a game show host. IdentifY these 
game show hosts from their acting roles FIPE. 

A He got his start as Corporal Newkirk on ''Hogan's Heroes", and later appeared as the host of The Running Man, Damon Killian. Survey says ... 
over the top! 

Richard Dawson 

B. Besides appearing as himself in Roger and Me, he was a game show host in Johnny Dangerously and Home Alone 2. Fortunately, we never 
have to see him make whoopee. 

Bob Eubanks 

C. His only screen appearances were in a pair oflate 1970's Danish films, Terror and Me and Charly. He is much better known for telling you 
what you've won on every show from 'The Price Is Right" to ''Match Game", until his death in 1985. 

Johnny Olsen 



14. Think way back to last fall. You'll need to, in order to remember these shows, which got axed before winter. FrSNOP: 

5: TIlls show on CBS miled to draw in the target audience of the titular actress' films, namely, women who love her singing and guys who like to 
look at her, wn, titulars. 

10: TIlls USA series was supposedIy based on the real life of a fumily in which everybody was a law enforcement agent, even the kids. They should 
have picked a more interesting fumily. 

Cover Me: Based on the True Life of an FBI Family 

15: A notable comedienne tried to start a comedy show in 1993. It was cancelled in a month. They tried again in 2000, with the same comedienne 
and the same name. TIlls time, it lasted one episode on syndication. 

The Paula Poundstone Show 

15. IdentitY the actor from roles, 40/30/20110/5/1. 

40: Himself; as interviewed on late-night talk shows. 
30: Ray Chase in The Secret Agent Club. 
20: Cutter in The Ultimate Weapon. Dave Dragon in 3 Ninjas: High Noon at Mega Mountain. 
10: Blake in Santa with Muscles. The Man in Black in Muppets from Space. 
5: Shep Ramsey in Suburban Commando. Sean Annstrong in Mr. Nanny. 
1: Oh, brother, all you Hulkamaniacs had better check out Hulk Hogan: American Made on Biography, brother. 

Hulk H9E.lm or Teny Bollea or Teny "Hull(' H9E.lm 

16. In the 1990's, the environmentalist movement aimed its pitch at kids through cartoons. IdentitY these eco-toons FrSNOP. 

5: Five bratty yet ethnically diverse kids band together to fight evil guys who want to destroy the Earth for some reason. When their powers 
combine, they swmnon Canada's greatest superhero! Okay, so they don't _say_ he's Canadian. But he has to be. Just look at that haircut. 

Captain Planet and the Planeteers 

10: A mystical enchanted rainforest, which, oddly enough, is in Australia, is threatened by an evil slime-thing that is also a real-estate developer. 
It's up to a bunch offairies and tree-huggers to save the day. 

FernGully: The Last Rainforest 

15: TIlls guy was a little purple alien who looked kinda like The Great Gazoo without his hat. He was appointed by some intergalactic organization 
to prevent Earthlings from destroying their planet. Oddly enough. kids didn't enjoy taking orders from a sanctimonious alien, and his show was 
quickly cancelled. 

Widget: The World Watcher 

17. The careers of acting and politics have a lot of overlap. Maybe it has something to do with the skill of getting people to believe things that 
aren't real. IdentitY these actor-politicians FTPE. 

A TIlls former New York mayor, who died in December 2000, makes his only screen appearance in 1975's Rosebud, as a senator whose daughter 
is kidnapped by Palestinian terrorists. Rosebud is his yacht, by the way, not his sled. 

John v . Lindsay 

B. He appears wooden as Russell in Greased Lightning, the ''true story" of America's first black stock car racing champion, played by Richard 
Pryor. Maybe this NAACP chairman would have been more energetic if given the chance to bash Republicans. 

Julian Bond 



(' 

1 
C. He picked up some extra money during the Depression as a minor African chiefin 1934's Sanders of the River, mostly because he could speak 
Kikuyu, and because he wanted to meet Paul Robeson. He went on to become a major African chief- the president of Kenya from 1963 to 1978. 

Jomo Kenvatta 

18. Having covered politicians, let's move to other unlikely screen performers. IdentifY these actors better known for writing FIFE. 

A This New Zealand-born novelist of ''The Herries OrronicJes" wrote the screenplay for the 1935 version of David Coppeifield, which starred W. 
C. Fields. The author appeared as the vicar. 

Hugh Walpole 

B. This mystery author got to playa detective of his own creation, Mike Hannner, in 1954's Ring of Fear and 1963's The Girl HWlters. 

Mickey Spillane 

C. Despite the govenunent's disapproval of such poems as ''Babi Yar", this Soviet poet was allowed to make his screen debut as a cosmonaut in 
1979's Flight. 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko 

19. According to The Onion's March 28, 1983 edition, "Zapped! Sweeps Oscars". In that case, answer these questions about Oscar winners from 
Zapped! FfSNOP. 

5: Best Actor went to this "star" of "Happy Days", Skatetawn US.A., and the moving 1V special, ''The Boy Who Drank Too Much". 

ScottBaio 

10: Best Supporting Actor honors were carried off by this actor, at the time best known for his role as Tommy on ''Eight is Enough", and who 
would later go on to appear as Christian superhero "Bibleman". 

Willie Aames 

15: Carting away Best Actress honors was this young lady, who played Nancy Olson on ''The Facts of Life". 

Felice Schachter 

20. IdentifY the movie from quotes, 40/30120/1 0/5/1. 

40: ''Hello''. 
30: ''Hauling me over to Mayer's table like some picked-up floosy, or one of those starlets. A nice time out with the boys, is that what you think of 
me?" 
20: ''Don't fuck with me fellas. This ain't my first time at the rodeo. " 
10: ''Tear down that bitch of a wall, and put a window where it ought to be!" 
5: ''No wire hangers ever!" 
1: "Yes, mommie dearest. " 

Mommie Dearest 




